HOYA SAFETY RX EYEWEAR MADE EASY

The clear choice for workplace safety.
The clear choice for workplace safety

You work hard to provide a safe, productive work environment. And making sure everyone is wearing the appropriate type of safety eyewear while on the job is critical to that effort.

But things can get complicated when it comes to employees who need prescription lenses – particularly when the workforce represents a wide range of job roles and individual eye care needs.

SRx Made Easy is designed to help, by simplifying the ordering process and connecting employees to a national network of independent eye care professionals.

With package pricing that saves you money on a comprehensive range of frame styles and lens treatment options, SRx Made Easy turns a logistical challenge into a tangible benefit for your business.

Both Basic and Enhanced packages include:

- Choice of either HOYA Anti-Fog Coating or new HOYA Easy Clean Coating
- Single vision, bifocal, trifocal, occupational, and progressive addition lens designs
- Polycarbonate lens material
- Solid or gradient tint
- Sideshields: integrated, detachable or permanently attached
- Eye care professional fitting services

Basic package includes:

- Plastic frame by HOYA (20+ styles to choose from, such as new high-wrap foam-lined options)

Popular frame choices

- D490
- ZT200
- ZT35

Enhanced package includes:

- Any frame choice from the collection, including titanium and stainless steel frame options

Popular frame choices

- TRX
- Attitude 3
- Urban 6

For more information on our collection of 50+ frame options, visit www.hoyavision.us/safetyrx/

Prescription eyewear by HOYA frames are tested to and meet the requirements of the ANSI Z87.
How it works

Once your SRx Made Easy program is in place, you can place orders and have them filled through a network of HOYA-partnered independent eye care professionals using a streamlined 5-step process:

1. You place an online request through your Bron Tapes SRx website using your PO and account number.

2. Bron Tapes provides you with an order form based on the pricing package and options you have selected.

3. The employee locates a nearby independent eye care professional using the search tool on your distributor’s SRx website.

4. The employee brings the order form to their chosen eye care provider for product selection and fitting.

5. Once the independent eye care professional has received the completed eyewear product, the employee returns to pick it up.

This process makes things easy on you by letting employees work one-on-one with their own conveniently located eye care providers. And partnering with the same distributor who provides you with a wide range of safety solutions saves money and keeps ordering and invoicing as simple as possible – making sure that providing critical safety prescription eyewear doesn’t come with unnecessary logistical or financial costs.

High-performance lens coatings

From dirt and heat to flying sparks and falling debris, every work environment has its own set of potential hazards. Included as part of your SRx Made Easy package, HOYA Protective Coatings allow you to choose the protection that will keep your safety prescription eyewear in optimal working condition.

Packages include one of these coating options:

**HOYA Easy Clean Coating**
- Two protective layers, ideal for the most rugged working conditions.
- Base coat of HOYA SuperCote™ SRC provides superior scratch resistance and enhanced durability compared to a standard hard coat.
- Easy clean, stain resistant top coating provides better visibility and easier maintenance with protection from dust, dirt and grime, water spots, paint splatter and finger prints.

**HOYA Anti-Fog Coating**
- Provides clearer vision in dusty, steamy or humid environments.
- Primer-based application process forms an integral bond with both sides of the lens for lasting anti-fog protection.
- Guaranteed for one year against coating defects and delamination.
- Bottle of rejuvenating fluid is provided and can be ordered

**Upgrade Option**

**Photochromic & Polarized lenses**

If you work in the sun, giving employees the option to upgrade to photochromic or polarized lenses through your SRx Made Easy package can provide the vision and protection that a safe, productive workforce needs.

**Photochromic lenses**
- Provide clear vision indoors
- Darken when exposed to bright light
- 99.9% protection from UVA/UVB
- Fast to activate, for smooth transitions from indoors to outdoors – all day

**Polarized lenses**
- Reduce glare for better vision and increased safety
- 99.9% protection from UVA/UVB
- Ideal for extended work in bright sunlight
HOYA Safety Rx Eyewear Made Easy

Personal selection & fitting with independent eye care partners

HOYA has partnered with more than 2,000 independent Eye Care Professionals throughout the United States to provide accurate and timely eyewear fitting and order processing.

Using the search tool on your distributor’s SRx Made Easy website, you can help connect employees with conveniently located eye care providers to personally address their safety prescription eyewear needs.
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For more information on the program or to order, contact your HOYA Distributor

WARNING!

These eye and face protection products help provide limited eye and face protection. Misuse or failure to follow warnings and User Instructions may result in serious injury, including blindness or death. For proper use, selection, and applications against flying particles, optical radiation and/or splash, see supervisor, written instructions or safety manager.